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name, Presenter name)
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Ethical Student Advising and Professional Boundaries - Session #5, David Paul and Jeremy Carney

Tips and Tricks to be a more holistic advisor. Dani - NDSU

5.4 Apparently Failure WAS an Option: Managing Responsibility for Poor Performance in Talking to Students. Jim Jacobson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Holly Schuck St. Cloud State University SOS-Non Cognitive Variables

session 2.1 Moving Forward with Assessment in Student Learning in Academic Advising Polly Olson and Angie Walswick

5.4 Apparently FAILURE was an Option, Jim Jacobson

Hard to choose! I really liked the sessions on Ethics in Advising and also the session on Cognitive Variables as predictors of academic success. But for that matter, I loved the
professional development sessions on ELP and writing for NACADA. I'm inspired now to think of articles for submission. All of it was helpful and fun. I learned a lot and enjoyed
networking and making new friends.

2.3; From I'm Sure I Can't to I Think I Can: Creating a Resilient Student Community; Bebensee, Owen, Murray, and Johnson (NDSU) 4.3; Save Our Students (S.O.S.): The Role
of Non-Cognitive Variables in Probation and Suspension Advising; Schuck, Plachejo, and Clendenen (SCSU)

4.4, Well-Being?!?!- I Don't Have Time for That!!!, Les Opatz

4.3, Save our Students, Holly Schuck and Alvaro Plachejo

Appreciate anyone who presents -

3.4, Peer Impact: How to Develop a Meaningful Peer Advising Program, Kristin Economos

Ethical Student Advising and Professional Boundaries - Dr. David Paul and Dr. Jeremy Carney - Minnesota State University Moorhead

Sophomore Year Experience

4.3 Save our Students (S.O.S): The role of Non-Cognitive Variables in Probation and Suspension Advising

The session I was able to leave and apply directly to my current situation was a session about Peer Advising presented by Kristen Economos from U of M. All other sessions I
attended were great- some were even better than this one, but this is an area I will apply.

2.4 From Orientation to Graduation: Using a Holistic Advising Curriculum to Enhance Student Success, Jenna Parks

Voted on my 'best of region VI' (Failure is an Option). All the sessions I attended contributed to some aspect of my advising and were valuable, but honestly, the most valuable
to my specific situation was the topic we presented as we reviewed, updated and prepared to present:)

Session 6.2: Fast Track to Graduation: An Analysis of Student Perception of Perseverance, Career Anxiety, and Career Confidence Presenters: Stacie Hays & Heather
McFarland

3.2 | But We Can't Train Them All | Amy Sannes & Keri DeSutter

Session 5.4, Apparently Failure WAS an Option: Managing Responsibility for Poor Performance in Talking to Students

Tips and Tricks; presenter was very enthusiastic, informed, organized, knowledgable, and honest

Session 2.2-"Calm After the Storm": First-Year Checkback Advising as an Aid to Student Transition-Will O'Berry-

5.4 Apparently Failure WAS an Option, Jim Jacobson

Session 2: Resiliency... 4 presenters

Apparently Failure WAS an option; 5.4; Jim Jacobson

I believe it was 5.5, Undecided about Being Undeclared, Stacey Barboa-Peterson (UND)

10 Tips to improve your advising today - NDSU - session 1

I will vote for two as both were excellent reminders of what I need to do each and every day: 1.1 Tips and Tricks: 10 things you Can Start Doing Today to Become a More
Holistic, Responsive Advisor, Dani Kanvig-Bohnsack 4.4 Well-Being?!?! I Don't Have Time For That!! Les Opatz

6.3 Times Are a Changin’: What Could the Future of Academic Advising Look Like? and 4.4 Save Our Students (S.O.S.): The Role of Non-Cognitive Variables in Probation and
Suspension Advising

Student Panel was outstanding from the four institutions in the area

6.4 Harnessing Our Power: Advising the Growing Adult Student Population, Anne Stepchuk & Kathryn Kvam

Session 2; From Orientation to Graduation: Using a Holistic Advising Curriculum to Enhance Student Success; Jenna Parks

#5.2 Ethical Student Advising and Professional Boundaries Dr. David Paul & Dr. Jeremy Carney, Minnesota State University Moorhead

Ethical Student Advising and Professional Boundaries

I was only able to attend the session at which I presented so I cannot comment on the rest of the conference - I'm sorry I could not stay for the entire time.

The one that was voted regions best, can't remember the details at this moment.

Advising for Retention Online. Crown Collete

How to be a better advisor

Total Responses 39

Text Response

Statistic Value



2. Overall, I thought the Conference was:

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 0 2 31 39 72 3.51

2 Conference Location 1 5 26 52 84 3.54

3 Facilities 0 2 34 49 85 3.55

4 Meals 0 4 20 61 85 3.67

5 Registration Process 0 0 19 66 85 3.78

6 Keynote Larry C. Skogen 2 8 26 32 68 3.29

7 Opening Reception 0 8 27 32 67 3.36

8 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 0 5 33 47 85 3.49

9 Closing Wrap Up 0 6 27 25 58 3.33

10 Overall, I thought the conference was: 0 3 28 54 85 3.60

Min Value 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 2

Max Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Mean 3.51 3.54 3.55 3.67 3.78 3.29 3.36 3.49 3.33 3.60

Variance 0.31 0.44 0.30 0.32 0.18 0.63 0.48 0.37 0.43 0.31

Standard
Deviation 0.56 0.67 0.55 0.56 0.42 0.79 0.69 0.61 0.66 0.56

Total
Responses 72 84 85 85 85 68 67 85 58 85

# Question Poor Fair Good Very Good Total Responses Mean

Statistic Advanced Mailing,
Publicity, Etc.

Conference
Location Facilities Meals Registration

Process

Keynote
Larry C.
Skogen

Opening
Reception

Quality of the
Concurrent
Sessions

Closing
Wrap

Up

Overall, I thought
the conference

was:



3. How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this
conference?

1 None 31 36%

2 1-2 27 31%

3 3-4 17 20%

4 5 or more 11 13%

Total 86

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.09

Variance 1.07

Standard Deviation 1.04

Total Responses 86

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



4. How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

1 Talking with a colleague 46 53%

2 E-mail announcement from NACADA 54 63%

3 Other: 11 13%

Announcement at 2014 conference

Region 6 Steering Committee

at the National Conference in Minneapolis

website

NACADA website

NACADA website

NACADA website

Region 6 meeting at national conference

Colleague was Chair

through employer

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Total Responses 86

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



5. To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

1 Not at all 0 0%

2 Some 7 8%

3 Most 49 58%

4 All 29 34%

Total 85

Min Value 2

Max Value 4

Mean 3.26

Variance 0.36

Standard Deviation 0.60

Total Responses 85

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

1 Faculty Advisor 2 2%

2 Academic Advisor 53 62%

3 Counselor 0 0%

4 Academic Advisor/Counselor 7 8%

5 Advising Administrator 7 8%

6 Administrator with responsibilities over several areas, one of which is advising 10 12%

7 Graduate student 2 2%

8 Institutional position supports advising i.e. Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc. 3 3%

9 Affiliated with a college or university but not in any of the roles previously mentioned 0 0%

10 Not affiliated with an institution of higher education 0 0%

11 Other: 2 2%

Total 86

Tutoring/SI Coordinator

Department assistant, responsibilities include advising

Min Value 1

Max Value 11

Mean 3.38

Variance 4.80

Standard Deviation 2.19

Total Responses 86

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



7. How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or
faculty member)

1 Less than 5 years 38 44%

2 5-10 years 27 31%

3 11-20 years 17 20%

4 More than 20 years 4 5%

Total 86

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 1.85

Variance 0.81

Standard Deviation 0.90

Total Responses 86

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. In what ways was this conference valuable to you?

I was provided some very useful professional development opportunities and ideas

Some new tools and tips for advising.

I thought the sessions were beneficial. I learned a lot. I also enjoyed meeting other advisors.

Great sessions; participant and attendee enthusiasm, especially among first-time and new attendees -- what a great way to end a very challenging year and prepare for the
upcoming one.

Great ideas were generated; listening to what others are doing-ways to do things better with students; ways advisors assess their programs.

It's good to stay informed about issues facing advisors and learn new or different strategies for working with students.

Offering ideas of implementation in my advising role.

The most valuable part is networking with other advisors. There are so many amazing people in our organization, and I feel enriched by the conversations I had and sessions I
attended. What a joy to know so many great people. That is the best part.

Quality sessions with ideas and concepts that can be easily tweaked and implemented in my advising work.

learned some great things from colleagues during sessions and at networking opportunities and also got reinforcement that some of the things we are doing align with best
practices

learning about more ways to get involved in NACADA, networking, learning techniques to apply with my students right away

Networking and attending various presentations

Content of the sessions as well as a time to reconnect and network with new people.

For me, the most valuable thing was seeing how far along NACADA has come in 15 years. It was great to see the depth and breadth of experience in the advisors and
NACADA representatives there.

Meeting others and learning/hearing about common concerns and resolutions

Good to hear new ideas that can be incorporated in my area

Networking

Being fairly new advising on a University campus, it was great to hear about other programs and gain insight from other professionals.

I got to learn what other colleges were doing. Also got a chance to network and meet other advisors.

n/a

I learned a lot from the sessions and from other advisors.

The sessions were topics that related to my daily responsibilities.

The networking at this particular conference was outstanding. I have been to dozens of regional and national conferences for other organizations and this was by far the best
regional I've attended. You brought the right mix of people to the right place - Kudos! I didn't know there was an app though, or I totally would have used it!

Not being an academic advisor, the main reason for my attendance was because I was presenting with a group of advisors. While not all presentations were directly linked to
my current role, I have experience advising. In addition, a number of the presentations were general enough that could be translated outside of advising. Most valuable was the
opportunities to hear new ideas.

ideas that are working at other institutions

It was nice to network again with colleagues from other institutions.

Good connection to fellow colleagues; chance to present (twice); chance to serve as a leader in NACADA

I always learn something new at NACADA conferences!

I enjoyed all of the concurrent presentations. I think it is valuable to reaffirm some of the things you are already doing, to review new trends, and consider new practices. I really
like NACADA because I like the opportunity to connect with like-minded advisors. The backgrounds, beliefs and experiences of my colleagues are varied. Which is great, but
nice to have this opportunity to connect.

Networking, personal and professional growth, and knowing we all face many of the same issues.

Applicable tidbits to easily implement.

It was really nice to connect and learn from others from the region especially because many of us serve similar student populations.

Networking and building relationships with colleagues.

Good ideas to take back to home campus.

placing the attention on advising

Networking with colleagues from regional institutions. Sharing of ideas and best practices. New insight and practical knowledge to take back to my institution.

Networking opportunities

I learned about current and emerging trends in the field; networking

I learned a lot about what other institutions are doing and can take these ideas back to my own team.

I learned so much and took home so many tips to become a more effective, professional and satisfied advisor.

Great networking with fellow advisors as well as great professional development knowledge

I enjoyed talking with others that do similiar work, listening to the presenters, and learning from everyone.

Reaffirm some of the best practices we are doing at our institution and with my advisees. Learn some new ideas and strategies for working with students.

Two very good sessions and networking with colleagues.

Great topics on advising, peer advising, non-cognitive factors.

Sessions 1.1 and 5.4 were particularly useful - good practical advice, well presented

Text Response



Great size in terms of attendance - made networking and meeting people easy and not intimidating. Not too many options for concurrent sessions made it easier to choose.

Networking, collecting ideas, asking questions to hear best practices

Fabulous tips that I can apply immediately to better serve students, including making my office more welcoming, taking better notes, sending students better information to
enhance their skills, rather than just give them answers.

Great information on resiliency and advising, networking with colleagues from other campuses to learn about their processes and ideas, etc.

Excellent reminders

Professional Development, networking, personal growth

Connecting to colleagues and sharing with each other.

Collaboration with others who advise

As someone new to advising but familiar with higher education, I felt this conference offered meatier topics than other conferences I've attended. I came away with a lot of good
information.

It was fun to be in a different state and learn about schools I have never heard of

Good to network with people in the region and learn how to get more invovled with NACADA

Great way to meet other Academic Advisors from the region and get knowledge or skills from experienced advisors.

The sessions that I attended were all really great, and I had the opportunity to think of new ideas to bring to my institution.

As our students are all "distance" students I wanted to connect with student advisors in other institutions to see how they operate.

The sessions

Able to connect and learn about other institution models for advising.

Networking with colleagues

Total Responses 63

Statistic Value



9. My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external
activities/type/length of sessions, etc.)

More exciting location, more on non-trad learners, shorter sessions

Maybe only 10 min in between sessions? I felt like there was quite a bit of down time.

Difficult to manage, but try to avoid peak times = end of semester / final exams.

More speakers related to multicultural/first generation/low income students; retention and mentor programs for that population-how are they structured; Maybe American Indian
population advising- overcome barriers in higher ed.

Offer more than three sessions a day

I thought this was a great theme: winds of change. The length of sessions is just right. Maybe a theme for a future conference would be on where the advising profession is
heading in the 21st Century and the role of advising amidst rapid institutional restructuring.

Shift one of the Friday sessions back to Thursday to allow folks to hit the road by noon at the latest. It seems like finals week/graduation at our institution always falls during this
week and so we rush to get back to campus to participate in pre-commencement activities that happen on Friday evening. There was plenty of time on Thursday for an
additional session to take place.

better spacing of the concurrent sessions - some sessions I wanted to go to all of them but I had to pick only one. A few other time were...meh.

A wider variety of topics for presentations.

It was greta to see a session on well being. I would like to see more sessions on self-care and balance.

Honestly my only "complaint" was that the jazz combo was loud enough that it was hard to hear people in the mingly session on the first day. It was still a nice touch.

My only issue was that the projector was on a really short table and in all the sessions the presenter had to be in front of the projector/computer to hit enter and it was a little bit
awkward set up.

The Ethical student advising could have been longer in length as that is a very broad area. They could have easily done a 2 hour session. Maybe include a session on required
advising and how schools/colleges implemented that.

n/a

What about a round table where advisors can just discuss practices across colleges/universities.

The keynote was a big disappointment for me. He biblical talk excluded and alienated many folks who do not necessarily believe that Bible stories are fact and it was much too
focused on his particular religion. I was also offended by how he related stories about women. Those same stories/anecdotes could be used but without giving away the sex of
the person so that it doesn't come across as sexism.

None at this time

I wonder if it would ever be possible to include one longer session, similar to that of the pre-conference workshops as a part of the regular conference. This would allow
everyone the chance to participate in a more interactive, in-depth topic.

Keep up the good work.

probation/dismissal assessment

The music was a nice addition to the opening reception, however, it was too loud to visit comfortably with poster presenters and others at our table while eating

I really missed having a closing lunch. I like having closure at the end of the regional confernces.

I have no recommendations at this time.

more information regarding online advising and adult advising

It was great could not imagine how it could be improved

Have more specific activities for new people. In particular, for those that come solo... it was difficult to "get in" with others.

The session descriptions should include who the intended audience is: beginner/novice, intermediate, or advanced professional

I would like to see more topics on "underprepared students", first generation, low income or students with disabilities.

Academic integrity/dishonesty

The concurrent session was great, but it would be helpful to have a bit of a stretch/restroom break at some point. Obviously we can do that at any point ourselves, but the
information was so great that I didn't want to miss something!

I would forego the music in the reception. The musicians were talented and the music was good, but it wasn't conducive to visiting/networking.

Topic: Cultural Competencies

Continue to get graduate students to the conference; more support hotel, ride, etc...

I would encourage presenters to create sessions that could be geared for new advisers and/or seasoned advisers (or at least, state that certain sessions might be more
beneficial for newer advisers). These kinds of sessions have been successful at other conferences I've attended.

If there are grad students who come to the Regional, it would be great to pair a grad with a professional for the conference. I am an administrator and would be happy to buy a
grad student dinner one night. Plus, the connection would be good!

I felt that the 2nd day wasn't filled with as many sessions and I would have liked the opportunity to attend more sessions. Find ways to get more indivdiuals from our region more
involved and vested in the organization.

Including more online-specific sessions or topics that impact adult/non-traditional learners.

I think having more external activities that are easily accessible for attendees that do not have cars, would be great.

Have more sessions that are geared towards advising students whose degree is all "online" and do not ever come to a campus.

It would have been nice to have more sessions for/by 2 year schools. There were quite a few of us there and only one session held be a 2 year school.

N/A

Total Responses 41

Text Response

Statistic Value





10. Additional comments:

Great job, Joan and planning committee. This was my best region conference experience -- and I've been attending in the region and elsewhere for more than 10 years.

It would have been nice to have a day conference rate- we could only be there for the day and had to pay the full price. Sort of a bummer to the budget!

Overall, great conference - good sessions and presenters.

I would recommend not having a musical band playing during a social hour on the first night. It was difficult to hear other people at the same table and made networking more of
a challenge during that time.

I would skip the time and energy to provide bags, pens, etc. The conference guide with its section for notes and folder is great plenty. The fundraiser - excellent and was more
meaningful than providing professionals with items that many of us already have. So save the money, and/or the time finding businesses to donate items. I did like the mints in
the bowl at the table. Food was excellent!!!

I didn't feel the keynote address really spoke to advisors. Also, I had heard Larry Skogen's same general address at an ACT conference a few years back, and I'm guessing
others may have heard it as well since there were so many present in the ND University System.

Great conference. Just the right size. Great job on the planning committee.

I did not know about the Yapp App.

I had a really hard time listening to your keynote. He clearly recycled a presentation he's been giving elsewhere and I didn't see the connection to our work. The food at this
conference was stellar. I've only ever had such good food at a conference when it was a vendor sponsored event (Hobsons, etc.) where they're selling you something
expensive! Books as gifts to presenters were fantastic!

Thank you!

I thought this conference was very well organized. The sessions, meals, activities, etc... were all very well done and everything seemed to run smoothly.

Great conference!!

I wanted to go to ALL the sessions so I appreciate the on line handout availability.

The conference committee did a fabulous job with all of the "extras"-- donations for a good cause, campus tour arrangements, arranging dinners, etc. Although I attended with
colleagues, all of these opportunities allowed me to branch out and meet lots of new people. Communication before, during, and after was always prompt and clear. Overall, it
was a very enjoyable conference experience.

Great job to the conference planning committee and volunteers

The hors d'oeuvers on Wednesday evening did not smell good. The seafood / fish smell permeated the room and was off-putting.

Joan and the committee did an excellent job. It was a very welcoming conference. Thank you all so much!

I really enjoyed the conference and benefited from it tremendously. I am already looking forward to next year.

Overall the conference was very enjoyable and I learned a lot. I'm glad opportunities were presented to meet with folks outside of the sessions - I will take advantage of that next
time.

I thought that having the introvert/exrovert discussion before the conference as an introvert

Good job on having your presenters create descriptions that actually matched the workshops, except for indicating who the intended audience was.

The conference was excellent, and well organized. The only minor complaint was that it was tough finding a good cup of coffee!

Loved the dinner sign-up idea, but I think it would be better if someone from the committee (or another volunteer) was able to be there to hold the table/reservation. Or if we all
met in the lobby first so we knew who we were looking for when we get to the restaurant. Or if there were table signs.

Great conference! Thanks!

The dining facilities were cramped during lunch. I would also encourage a lighter noon meal since many of us struggled to stay awake for the 2nd part of the day.

Great Job. I was impressed.

The new adviser session was a little awkward for me. It felt like those who lead the meeting were so familiar with each other that they lacked a little professionalism (a little too
self-congratulatory for my sake). Also, I felt that the woman leading the Minnesota business meeting wasn't quite sure how to run the meeting. What is the state structure for
NACADA? Can an agenda be provided?

Overall good conference and look forward to attending more in the future.

The organizers were all WELCOMING to everyone! I was extremely impressed by their friendliness and willing to assist us as first time conference attendees.

It would be nice if the conference could be held after the end of spring semester.

N/A

Not enough room in the popular sessions. People were tuned away and had to find another session or if they were allowed in, had to sit on the floor.

What a fantastic job! Kudos to the planning committee...outstanding.

Total Responses 33

Text Response

Statistic Value



11. What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments
section, indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to
help us in our future planning.

1 Conference registration fee 77 92%

2 NACADA Membership 59 70%

3 Hotel expenses 60 71%

4 Mileage and tolls 53 63%

5 Airfare 6 7%

6 Meal expenses 55 65%

7 Other: 4 5%

8 Further comments about your response: 10 12%

My institution covers one conference a year = annual conference. I consider region conferences important enough to cover my own expenses.

Didn't have hotel, travel, meal expenses

None All self-funded

None. I used my professional development funds for this conference.

future NACADA memberships are in jeopardy as far as institutional support

I am funded for the annual conference so I paid for this myself and stayed with a friend

I am from F/M so did not incur the other costs

Funding came from Title III grant, and typically covers all costs associated with conferences. We did not have airfare for this conference, but it is
covered by our institution.

No items covered by institution

transportation

All

traveled in institution
owned c

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 84

# Answer Bar Response %

Other: Further comments about your response:

Statistic Value



12. Did you download the app?

1 Yapp App 5 75 80 1.94

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.94

Variance 0.06

Standard Deviation 0.24

Total Responses 80

# Question Yes No Total Responses Mean

Statistic Yapp App



13. How helpful did you find the app?

1 Yapp App 2 4 1 7 1.86

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 1.86

Variance 0.48

Standard Deviation 0.69

Total Responses 7

# Question Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful Total Responses Mean

Statistic Yapp App



14. Should we use app next year?

1 Yapp App 14 2 16 1.13

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.13

Variance 0.12

Standard Deviation 0.34

Total Responses 16

# Question Yes No Total Responses Mean

Statistic Yapp App
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